TOPICS

**English Literature:**
Started Roald Dahls novel ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’
Read up to 6 chapters
Explanations of chapters, phrases and difficult words

**English Language:**
Poetry comprehension
Poetry writing
**Grammar**
Possessive pronouns
Types of verbs
Subject – Verb Agreement
**Comprehension**
Martian and the Supermarket

**Mathematics**
Fractions
‘X’ a proper fraction by a whole number
Story sums on fractions
Decimals
Tenths / Hundredths and Thousandths

**Science:**
How seeds are spread
Other ways seeds are spread
Life cycle of flowering plant

**Social Studies:**
Water

**Islamiat:**
Article of faith (Akhirat)
Hazrat Hud and the people of Aad

**Computer studies:**
Working in a Text box (Microsoft word)
Making a presentation on City Life vs Village Life (Microsoft PowerPoint)

ACTIVITIES & EVENTS

**English Literature:**
The students were given a chapter to read and then were asked to form questions and write their answers on their own whiteboard.

**English Language:**
Students learnt to write a poem related to feeling and about Dragon.

**Mathematics:**
Practice on whiteboards
Matching activity on multiplication of fractions in groups.
Solving story sums in groups / presenting to class.

**Science:**
Model of dam and well had been made.
Flapbook on types of clouds were made

**Islamiat**
Six articles of faith was written on a flower template
Children have drawn a picture of Jannah
Cover page depicting the students imagination of the city of Aad

Happy Birthday

**IV North**
- Noorulain Imran
- Abdullah Kalwar
- M Ayaan

**IV East**
- Moses Abner
- Sibtain Sistanwala

**IV South**
- Rehab Ahmed
- Humaid-ul-Haq
- Muzna Farid

B is for BEDTIME: On average children need 8 to 10 hours of sleep each night. Sleep is important for many reasons. Lack of sleep can cause kids to be hypersensitive, impatient or cranky. It is more difficult for children to concentrate and learn when they are tired. Some doctors even believe that during sleep the brain “flies away” what is learned during the day. Encouraging quiet activities such as reading just prior to bedtime offers a transition that helps children relax. Sweet Dreams!